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Coding Question #1

If a patient comes in for kindergarten shots (no appointment) and then we do the hemoglobin poke too, would we use the Z23 for the shots? What Dx code do we use for the finger poke 36416? The ICD 9 that we used was V72.62.
**Coding Answer #1**

Fingerstick (36416) is only part of it. If you’re doing the analysis, bill 85018, too.

ICD should be
- Well care code (Z00.12X)
OR
- Condition for which test is ordered (Anemia? If so, which type?)
  - Avoid “Z01.89 Encounter for other specified special examinations” except for uncommon exam requirements.

**Coding Question #2**

How do I get access to S30.845A? It's not showing up in diagnosis mapping or diagnosis configuration.

**Coding Answer #2**

Manually map it to the SNOMED “Constriction in shaft of penis”.
- All ICDs are in Partner; Only mapped ICDs are in EHR
- All SNOMEDs are in EHR; No SNOMEDs are in Partner

Note: S30.845 is an unspecified code. If the penis is the body site, use S30.842 and a secondary code for the material that caused the stricture.
Coding Question #3
Can you give me the ppd dx for placing and the dx for reading when normal?

Coding Answer #3
If suspected to be infected but not symptomatic:
● Z03.89 Encounter for observation for other suspected diseases and conditions ruled out
If exposed to Tuberculosis:
● Z20.1 Contact with and (suspected) exposure to tuberculosis
Screened/No known exposure):
● Negative - Z11.1 Encounter for screening for respiratory tuberculosis
● Positive - R76.11 Nonspecific reaction to tuberculin skin test without active tuberculosis

Reminders
June: Pricing Review
● Match prices to your value
● Stay ahead of payor pricing
Pricing should always exceed:

- Contracts
  - Fee schedule
- Payments
  - PCC Client average = 160% Medicare

Smart Report Suite

- RVU Reports >> Pricing Analysis (RVU Report per Procedure)
June 2017 AAP Coding Newsletter

Access at PCCTalk

- Who and What for 99211
- Coding for Complications of Neonatal Circumcision
- You Code It! Preventive Counseling
- Sports and Camp Physicals

Roadmap

Version 8.1 General Deployment

- July 30, 2017
- Option: Personal Balance to display in Patient Portal

What Questions Do You Have?
2017 Users’ Conference
July 18-21, Burlington, VT

Next Coding WebLab:
Tuesday, August 15, Noon EDT
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